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PIPE VICES

CHAIN VICE STAND CVX6 6A - 150A (⅛" - 6")

The CVX6 is a chain vice and stand all-in-one; flat, simple, 
packed full of different functions. The stand gives you up to 1.5 
times more working surface than previous models, providing 
you with ample room to work on.

PIPE VICES 6A - 150A (⅛" - 6")

∙ Designed with an array of teeth, REX vices provide optimum clamping for pipes of different sizes.
∙ Teeth are specially heat-treated for increased durability.
∙ Compatible V0 and VL1 teeth clamp soft pipes firmly without damage.
∙ For convenience, the VL1 comes equipped with legs. 
∙ Special jaws for coated steel pipes are also available.

PIPE VICES

Robust Multi-function Peformance. Handles the Most Rigorous Jobs with Ease! 

Newly-designed die cast base stands up to the toughest jobs.

Reliable work starts from having dependable tools to work 
with. Made for outstanding durability and functionality, the 
CVX6 also offers robust reliability.

Simply attach a support pipe to keep 
the stand firm when using the bender, etc.

Ceiling Brace Screw

If the stand rocks a little and needs 
adjustment, simply adjust the 'wings' of the 
support tray.

Tray Suppor t

Effortlessly bends thin walled steel pipes 
up to ¾".

Bender

Code No.
Model
Pipe Capacity (in.)
Appropriate pipe material
Dimensions (D×W×H) mm
Weight (kg)
Length of chain (mm)

120CVB                       120CVC
CVX6
⅛ - 6

Steel pipe, etc
1198 ×1134 × 960        1198 ×1134 × 890     

19.6                              19.0
700

Folded for storage, etc.

The CVX6 in actual use

CVX6

Ensure high durabi l i ty and long l i fe.

V0 - V4, CV-6 attachable

1201V0
1201V1
1201V2
1201V3
1201V4
1201VL
120LV0
120LV1
120LV2
120LV3
120LVL
120CV6
120CVL

          
V0 Vice
V1 Vice
V2 Vice
V3 Vice
V4 Vice
VL1 Vice with legs
V0-L Vice
V1-L Vice
V2-L Vice
V3-L Vice
VL1-L Vice with legs
CV-6 Chain Vice
Vice Stand

⅛ - 2
⅛ - 2½ 
⅛ - 3½ 
⅛ - 4 
⅛ - 6
⅛ - 2½ 
⅛ - 2
⅛ - 2½ 
⅛ - 3
⅛ - 4
⅛ - 2½ 
⅛ - 6 

Steel Pipe

VL1
1201VL

Vice Stand
120CVL

CV-6
120CV6

V0
1201V0 V1

1201V1
V2
1201V2

V3
1201V3

V4
1201V4

REX' original rib design increases the strength of the 
base. (up to 1.7 times that of other brands.)

Jaw

6" ⅛"

3.0 3.5 4.0 4.0

Grip on pipes ⅛ "- 6" Comparison of jaws

V0-L V0

REX CVX6

Cross-section of ribs
(Av. thickness 6.0 mm)

All-in-one Chain Vice Stand

Sturdy aluminium die cast base

Safe and reliable operation

The vice grips the pipe securely so it won't slip.

Externally
Coated Pipes

Steel Pipe

Code No.                 Model                    Capacity (in.)                 For
A B

C D

Chain v ice
∙ Compact, lightweight, and easy to use.
∙ One vice for fixed-mounting or portable use
  (workbench or vice stand).
∙ Pin and hook system allows easy adjustment
  according to the size of the pipe. Just turn the
  handle for a really firm grip.


